After reading our class novel, Belle Teal, Area 9 students were inspired by the assignment set by Miss Casey. Belle Teal’s teacher. In the novel, Miss Casey asks her students to write and illustrate their own book in pairs. Mrs Cappella set the same assignment. Mrs Cappella’s students put all their writing skills into practice by using the structure of a narrative. Students were asked to include an introduction, complication, resolution and conclusion. Illustrations were done by hand and some were done on the computer. On the back page of their books, they wrote a short description (the blurb) about the book. Area 9 students present their creations on the following two pages.

**Dead End**
Written by Ellis and illustrated by Zachary
Ellis and Zac, our night guards accidentally find a time machine. They go back in time and make world events happen. These include the Titanic and a really cool soccer game. Read the book to find out more.....

**AFL Chaos**
Written by Brendon
Illustrated by Jake
Welcome to Jeff's town discovered by the great explorer Jeff Jefferson. This is a little town unmarked with a zoo next to a football stadium. The zoo animals destroy the town during a football match and chaos happens.

**Escape from Island V**
Written and illustrated by Alfie and Noah
Life isn’t a game. You only have 1.
Unless you are a cat, but sadly, these people are not.
Daniel, Kegan and Paul spend almost all their lives on the Xbox and need a break. Where else should they go but a place with a crazy camp guy, a clever scientist, a big fat maniac and a volcano that could blow its top at any second. There’s something hiding from them, and they want to know why. Fiery, huh?
Join Paul, Chloe, Kegan, Daniel, Sian and Harper for a wild ride that involves action, adventure and much, much more.

**The Magical Bus**
Written and Illustrated by Brayden
A magical bus that takes people on magical rides. Read the book to find out more.

**Galaxy Magic**
Written and Illustrated by Jasmin and Kaitlyn
Bubbles and her younger sister Giffin go on a big adventure around the galaxy. They go looking for a giant gem stone but they run into unexpected problems. Will they find the gemstones or will they stay missing forever...?

**The Mysterious Egg**
Written and Illustrated by Marley
This story is about a boy named Aidan. He finds an egg that is very mysterious. Once the egg hatches, a baby dragon is born. Aidan trains the dragon and learns of its powers.

**Terror In Candy Land**
Written by April and illustrated by Tahlia
Taken...in the stealth of the night, nowhere left to run. Ginger and Jade are kidnapped and taken to Terrorist Tower, a place in Evill Land. A place enveloped in darkness, evilness and...TERROR!
Want to find out what happened to Ginger and Jade? The only answer to that is......READ ON!!
The Islands Unite
Written and illustrated by Charlize
There are two islands in the sky who believe they are very different. These two islands eventually find out they can be friends and they unite to become one. Read the book to find out their story and how they unite.

Lost in the Dark
Written by Emily and Molly
Illustrated by Molly
Will Juan and Reanna succeed on their journey to make the world colourful or will they fail so the world will never see the light of day again? Will Mr Sticky find true love? Read the book to find out what happens.

Atlantis the Lost
Written and illustrated by Cameron and Bayden
There is a virus on Earth called CH2. Can the boy find a cure? He takes off in a rocket in search for a cure and lands in Atlantis. After twenty years he finds a cat and a beast who help him on his quest to find a cure for this deadly virus.

The Drag Race
Written and illustrated by Connor and Megan
In 2007, two enemies, Luke and Hunter have a drag race. The race doesn’t finish. Will they have a rematch?? Read the book to find out.

The Good n’ the Evil
Written and illustrated by Keeley
Bella has gone missing and it’s her birthday tomorrow. Sophia and Holly, her best friends, go to the good world in search for Bella. Do they find her? Read the book to discover what happens.

The Good Will of Harmony
Written and illustrated by Dylan, Max and Wyatt
He had been bullied in school for years and this bullying did not stop. Years later, as an adult, Harry began Harmony Day and Peace over the world.

The Flying Unicorn
Written and illustrated Emily and Gracie
Three sisters go to the mall and see their enemies there. Their enemies give them sleeping powder. Read the book to find out what happens to the three sisters.

Lost in the Woods
Written and illustrated by Dakoda and Mikayla
This story is based on two girls who are trying to survive in a forest with their pets. In their fight for survival, will they turn on their pets to save themselves or will they stay there with their pets for the rest of their lives?